Order Pads
These are permanent shopping lists to help you group your items on-line as well as in the final invoice;
perfect for larger stores or buying groups.

Manage your Order Pads
Here you can create new, amend or delete existing order pads. Each order pad is assigned a number for
our records and a friendly name for your convenience.

Create an Order Pad
To create an Order Pad click on “Add new record” button
012 for your order pad. Then click

. Choose a name and a number from 001-

Apply to save it. (The number but not your personal name will appear on

your invoice with your ordered products)

Change the details of an Order Pad
To change the friendly name please type over current and click

Apply to save.

Delete existing Order Pads
To delete an Order Pad you need to remove all items before it can be deleted by selecting and clicking .

Using your Order Pad

Click

You can add products in a couple of ways:
Adding individual items
to select and enter an order pad. Have your Essential product codes at hand. Go to new

record
enter the product code and the default quantities required. If you do not require full cases
and the product is ‘splittable’ you can change the default quantities once the product is in the Order Pad.

Quick Shop –to add multiple items
Have your Essential product codes at hand. Fill in up to 10 products at a time. Click
Order Pad from the drop down list.

to the correct

Amend quantities and products to add to basket
Each time you use your Order Pad you can select/deselect products you wish to order by using the tick
box. You can also amend the quantities required. Each time you make a change to the Order Pad, please
remember to click

before

.

Remember that you can still amend these choices in the

if you change your mind.

Checkout and order processing
Both the
and
pages give you the total order value, so you know you’ve reached your
minimum required for free delivery as well as separate the totals for each Order Pad at the bottom of the
page. (Note that this total can change depending on stock availability)

Tips!
You can still add items straight from the catalogue but they will appear in the check out and on
your invoice with Order Pad reference no 000 and will be displayed at the top of your Essential
invoice.
If you don’t know the product code you can do a search for it and come back to your order pad or
open two browser windows next to each other; one for the order pad and one with the catalogue
open.
Re-using previous orders:
you can find all your previously placed online orders. If you regularly reorder the
In
same products you can easily re-submit any previous order. Just amend quantities and remove
any products you do not require.
For any questions, comments or feedback about the on-line ordering please contact our customer care
team at:
care@essential-trading.coop
For any product or ordering enquiries please email our sales team or your account manager at:
sales@essential-trading.coop

